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PSIcapture Classification:
Document Automation: Classify, Separate & Extract
Look at any organization today and you will likely see that it is plagued with a wide variety
of documents and forms, both paper and digital, and that employees are often tasked
with the time-consuming job of organizing, scanning and managing them. PSIGEN’s
Classification module relieves the pain by allowing users to scan stacks of different
form types within a single batch. Rather than having a user manually sort pages prior to
scanning, PSIcapture classifies, sorts, separates and extracts data from each individual
form with a single simple process.
The Classification module is equipped with the Accelerated Classification Engine (ACE), a
cutting-edge feature that allows users to build Classification rules in the middle of a
workflow. Instead of configuring rules for Classification prior to running the workflow, ACE
makes it possible to import never-before-seen documents and simply verify the automatic
Classification that ACE has completed during the workflow. Taking it a step further, ACE
can access existing sets of indexed information, find their location on the form and extract
the data you are looking for. With ACE, users can simply validate the Classification and
Data Extraction that ACE has intelligibly identified, reducing a process that once took
hours to under a minute.
The Classification module provides the following features:
»
»
»
»

Automatic document type/form identification
Form page count validation
Automated document separation
Automated data extraction

Classification can be used in conjunction with all of PSIGEN’s modules to give you the
ultimate in document automation for scanning documents with any scanner or copier, or
importing documents from a network location using auto-import. Fully automate your
document processes today, streamline your process and save time and money.

Classification requires the OCR and ADE modules within PSIcapture (version 5.0 or greater.)
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PSIGEN is the innovative leader in advanced capture applications dedicated to helping companies
automate document processing by extracting data and utilizing it to name, index, format and route
documents along the electronic path to storage. The lasting result is a more productive end user,
using fewer mouse clicks and keystrokes, accomplishing complex and powerful document workflows.
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